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The past decade has taken freelance
writing on a wild ride. The decline of
print, the introduction of online writing,
and the fluctuating value of words has
led marketers, publishers, and writers
to a new, lawless market you could
almost compare to the Wild West.
It’s a place where polarized views on
the quality, cost, and value of writing
have made setting appropriate
expectations on writer rates and
content quality a complete free-forall. It’s a place where both sides of
the market are confused, sometimes
frustrated, and unsure of how to
meet in the middle. It’s a place stuck
somewhere between the old and new
world of writing.
Now it’s time to put the pieces back
together, look at how we got here,
and decide where we need to go
so we can bring order back to the
complicated and wild writers’ market.
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A SHIFT IN
TERMINOLOGY
To understand the major shift in mindset about the writers’ market, you have to
look back at the changes that took place with the introduction of online writing.
Written content was once research-heavy, in-depth articles published in print
publications purchased for $0.50-5.00/word from well-known authors.
Written content then became keyword-crammed, SEO-focused articles
published on filler pages for websites purchased for $.01/word from
ghostwriters.
This shift was so drastic and polarizing that even the word “writer” began to
hold conflicting connotations.
On one hand, writers were journalists. They were storytellers. They were
researchers and investigators. They were trained in grammar and AP style. They
held degrees in English, journalism, and creative nonfiction. They were people
who wanted to be writers their entire lives, people who were passionate about
writing and telling original stories from unique points of view.
These writers lived in the early world of freelance writing and received high
payments for high-quality work. Let’s call these types of writers “authors” (a
person who writes a novel, essay, etc.; a creator).
Then another type of writer creeped in and started to take over. These new
writers were more akin to typists. They were people drawn to writing as a job,
not as a calling. They were paid to write certain words a certain amount of times.
They were judged and compensated based on their ability to provide a quantity
of work, not on their ability to provide quality in their work.
These writers lived in the altered world of freelance writing and received low
payments for low-level work. We will call these writers “copyists” (a person
who transcribes; an imitator).
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These two worlds and two types of writers are very different.
Writing is a skill and an art. Everyone has a keyboard and fancies themself a
writer but to write with purpose, professionalism, and the reader in mind is
not something everyone can do. — James Fleming, Writer

To see the transition between these two different types of writers and markets,
we can look at two mega-companies in each of the markets.
The New York Times is one of America’s most popular and trustworthy news
platforms, as well as one of the country’s oldest publications, founded in 1851. It
focuses on high-quality stories and essays, and works with authors.
On the other hand, Demand Media is one of the first major content production
companies founded in 2006. It focuses on providing high volumes of content to
multiple online platforms and works with copyists.
As the popularity of online content rose, these two worlds went up against one
another. The traditional idea of writing was being forgotten, and the modern idea
of writing was being adopted more and more.
And by early 2011, it seemed that Demand Media and the copyists were about to
overtake The New York Times and the authors.
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THE RISE OF
THE COPYISTS
In January 2011, CNN reported that Demand Media was valued at $1.5 billion (this
number would later rise to $1.9 billion) edging out the valuation of the New York
Times, one of the longest standing publications of the last two centuries.
This proves just how major the shift in the writers’ market was at this time.
Publishers and marketers were bailing on authors and hiring copyists instead.
They were lowering their payout rates. They were increasing their publishing
schedules and lowering their standards.
Online marketing busted open a large new business boom for writers – online
copywriting and SEO writing. But while these were labeled as writing jobs, they
weren’t jobs for traditional writers and authors. These were jobs specifically for
the new breed of writers – the copyists.
Copyists, those mostly interested in finding ways to make money online, began to
call themselves writers, creating a confusing landscape where the philosophical
and monetary value of the written word was skewed.
Written content was no longer an art or skill or craft; it became a manufactured,
mass-produced collection of words. While financially-contentious publishers,
businesses, and online marketers were happy about this, authors, readers, and
Google weren’t impressed.
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GOOGLE
CHALLENGES THE
STATUS QUO OF
“QUALITY” CONTENT
The main driver of this change in the writers’ market – where copyists replaced
authors – was the growing industry of online search marketing. Publishers and
online marketers discovered that the way to increase their search rankings
and online visibility, thus increase their readership and customer base, was by
publishing as much keyword-rich written content as they could on their site.
This was the fuel that powered Demand Media, the copyists, and the decline of
value in the written word. But Google noticed that businesses were utilizing this
shortcut and gaming the system, and they weren’t about to let the trend continue.
Right around the time that Demand Media was passing The New York Times
on the stock market, Google was putting together a plan of action that would
completely flip flop the world of writing once again.

Published on Google’s Official Blog, February 24, 2011:
Our goal is simple: to give people the most relevant answers to their queries
as quickly as possible. This requires constant tuning of our algorithms, as new
content—both good and bad—comes online all the time.
This update is designed to reduce rankings for low-quality sites—sites which are
low-value add for users, copy content from other websites or sites that are just
not very useful. At the same time, it will provide better rankings for high-quality
sites—sites with original content and information such as research, in-depth reports,
thoughtful analysis and so on.

In February 2011, Google launched the Panda update, an algorithm change
designed to bring high-quality sites and content back to the top of the search
rankings. It sent shock waves through the online marketing industry and affected
12% of search results.
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While the many marketers who were filling sites with content written by copyists
were frustrated and even angry about the changes to Google’s algorithm, it
wasn’t a malicious attack by Google. It was simply Google’s attempt to put writing
back in the authors’ hands.
Over the next two years, Google released roughly 25 updates to the Panda
algorithm change in addition to five iterations of an update called Penguin.

Published on the Official Google Search Blog on April 24, 2012:
The goal of many of our ranking changes is to help searchers find sites that provide
a great user experience and fulfill their information needs. We also want the “good
guys” making great sites for users, not just algorithms, to see their effort rewarded.
To that end we’ve launched Panda changes that successfully returned higherquality sites in search results
In the next few days, we’re launching an important algorithm change targeted
at webspam. The change will decrease rankings for sites that we believe are
violating Google’s existing quality guidelines. We’ve always targeted webspam in
our rankings, and this algorithm represents another improvement in our efforts to
reduce webspam and promote high quality content.

Even more, in June 2011 Google launched the beginning phases of their
Authorship program designed to reward influential writers publishing content
online. This put an added value on content written by a known author, not a
nameless ghostwriter.

Published on the Google Webmaster Central Blog on June 7, 2011:
Today we’re beginning to support authorship markup—a way to connect authors
with their content on the web. We’re experimenting with using this data to help
people find content from great authors in our search results.
We know that great content comes from great authors, and we’re looking closely at
ways this markup could help us highlight authors and rank search results.

All of this indicates that Google was aware of the black hat tactics marketers were
using to get their websites and content to the top of the search results. They saw
the marketers hiring copyists to fill their pages with words that readers didn’t want
to see. They weren’t happy about it, and they planned to do everything they could
to make it stop.
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Make pages primarily for users, not for search engines.
Think about what makes your website unique, valuable, or engaging. Make your
website stand out from others in your field.
Avoid tricks intended to improve search engine rankings. A good rule of thumb
is whether you’d feel comfortable explaining what you’ve done to a website that
competes with you, or to a Google employee. Another useful test is to ask, “Does
this help my users? Would I do this if search engines didn’t exist?”
From Google’s Quality Guidelines

You could say Google is the authors’ biggest advocate. Google was punishing
those who were using copyists to fill their sites with low-level content. They were
changing the Internet to reward high-level content. And they were implementing
a plan to give Authorship, authority, and recognition back to the authors.
But marketers didn’t see it this way. It took many of them a while to accept and
adopt the new way of doing things, and their denial may have cost a few of them,
big time.
In October 2013, Bloomberg BusinessWeek reported that only two years after
being valued at $1.9 billion, Demand Media’s value fell below $500 million, less
than a quarter of the New York Times valuation at the time.
This transition was a sort of victory for Google and the readers, but the authors
didn’t come out unscathed. The war with the copyists wasn’t quite over.
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COPYISTS VS. AUTHORS
IN A POST-PANDA WORLD
When you’re writing a post or article, think about:
• Would you trust the information in this article?
• Is the article useful and informative, with content beyond the merely obvious?
Does it provide original information, reporting, research, or analysis?
• Does it provide more substantial value than other pages in search results?
• Would you expect to see this in a printed magazine, encyclopedia or book?
• Is your site a recognized authority on the subject?
From Google’s Quality Guidelines

As Google raised their standards for quality, marketers realized they needed
to raise theirs too and began looking for writers able to create this higher-level
content.
But the perceptions created in the Demand Media era were hard to correct. While
marketers understood that writing had to return to a certain level of quality and
that quality content meant hiring authors, not copyists – they still wanted to pay
copyist rates.
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The Editorial Freelancers Association lists the following as Common
Editorial Rates.
Writing, sales/PR

$.30-$.95 /word

Writing, journalism

$.26-$.50 /word

Writing, not specified
Writing, technical/trade

$.20-$2.00 /word
$.45-$.55 /word

Yet many marketers, publishers, and businesses refuse to pay writers even
$.10/word.

I have a college education and four years of experience, and you want to
pay me $ .50 per 500 words, really? — Danielle Bowser, Writer

While the market shifted back to the old, higher standard of quality, it remained
stuck in a place where too many believed that great storytelling, research, and
op-eds could be mass-produced for hardly any cost.
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SO WHERE ARE
WE NOW?
The confusion around what to expect from writers and what to pay writers is
still a lingering debate causing frustration from both sides of the market. It seems
we are still stuck in awkward limbo between the old and new world of writing.
So CopyPress conducted a survey to find out where we stand when looking from
the writers’ perspective. We surveyed 247 writers who identified themselves as
writers, bloggers, SEOs, editors, and copywriters to get their perspective on the
current state of freelance writing.
A majority of the writers who participated in our survey were involved with only
online writing, not print. 45% were interested in writing for print publications but
only 26% were actively working in print at the time of the survey.
Since only a quarter of our survey takers were actively working in print, most of
the information we gathered pertains to online writing, and this whitepaper will
focus more on the state of online freelancing and less on the current position of
freelancing for print.
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THE WRITERS
In the past decade many online freelance writing jobs were outsourced overseas
where the market of writers would accept extremely low rates (often $5 or even
$1 per 500-word article). But our survey primarily found educated writers living in
the United States who speak English as their first language.
82% of survey participants were US Citizens and 93% spoke a form of English as
their first language (88% US ENG, 10% UK ENG, 2% AUS ENG).
Of their educational background, 35% held collegiate degrees that were related
to writing (such as journalism, English, and creative writing). More than half of
the surveyed writers (64%) said they were interested in furthering their education
(mostly in SEO, copywriting, marketing, sales copy, and improving writing/editing
skills).

WHAT IS YOUR HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION?
1%

Some High School

3%

High School Degree

2%

Doctorate

20%

Some College

21%

Master’s
Degree

46%

Bachelor’s
Degree

7%

Associate
Degree
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WRITER PAY RATES AND FINANCES
Only 32% of surveyed writers made all of their income from freelancing, and the
amount of money they reported making from freelancing wasn’t substantial.

Only 13% of writers said
that they make more
than $30,000/year.

5% made $30,000 – 39,999
5% made $40,000 – 69,999
3% made $70,000 or more

16%
didn’t know how
much they made

5%

23%

made $10,000-29,999/year

48%

made less than
$9,999/year

55%

said freelancing made up at least half of their income.

58%

said they supplemented their income with other jobs, side
projects, or support from their family.

32%

said they worked 35 or more hours a week on freelance -which could be considered full time.
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If we assume that those full-time writers represent the highest paid of those
surveyed, the numbers are fairly low. Of full-time writers:

PERCENT OF WRITERS

40%

31%

30%

29%

20%

15%

16%

10%

9%

0%
$0

$10,000 $19,999

$20,000 $29,999

$30,000 $39,999

$40,000 $69,999

$70,000
or more

INCOME

Not surprisingly, only 15% are satisfied with the amount they make and 60% are
dissatisfied and very dissatisfied.
“One company I work for values my skills and pays me accordingly.
Another wants to pump out massive amounts of content by paying copy
editors mere pennies. There’s no financial regulation in this business.” —
Jennifer McKnight, Writer

HOW OFTEN DO YOU EXPERIENCE RECEIVING
LOW PAY RATES AND QUOTES?
1%

Never

43%

Very Often

15%

Rarely

41%

Often
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Receiving low pay rates and quotes was by far the biggest struggle plaguing
the writers. The other challenges that writers reported to experience frequently
included lack of consistent work and trouble finding work.

Receiving Low Pay
Rates/Quotes

43%

Lack of
Consistent Work

35%
28%

Trouble Finding Work
Unclear Directions
from Clients

19%

Unrealistic Client
Expectations

17%

Lack of Freelancing /
Self Employment
Knowledge

11%

Too Many
Edit Requests

8%

Lack of Knowledge
About the Topic at Hand

4%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Most freelancers use their income to pay for expenses typically covered by an
employer, which may include health insurance, 401K, paid time off, sick days, etc.
Yet only a little more than half of the surveyed writers said they had health
insurance. Only 25% were paying for the health insurance themselves.
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DO YOU HAVE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE?
9%

Would rather not say

34%
NO

25%

pay for their
own health
insurance

57%

YES

Many writers are receiving health care through other avenues such as their spouse,
their parents, or government assistance. Only a few wrote in that they are receiving
health care by some type of full-time employer.
Based on our survey results, insurance coverage is a big issue for freelance writers.
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HOW IMPORTANT IS AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE
COVERAGE TO YOUR
FREELANCE WRITING CAREER?
Answered: 246 Skipped: 1

Very
Important

47%

Somewhat
important

21%

Neither Important
nor unimportant

18%

Somewhat
Unimportant

5%

Very
Unimportant

9%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Because freelancing does not come with “employee” benefits, many writers need
to make a higher hourly rate than an employee receiving benefits along with their
hourly rate.
Freelancers need to make the extra money to compensate for paid time off,
sick days, and insurance that full-time employees typically receive from their
employers. But our survey found that many writers aren’t receiving what the
Editorial Freelancers Association considers an average hourly rate for freelance
writers, which falls somewhere between $40-100/hour.
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WHAT IS YOURAnswered:
TYPICAL
HOURLY RATE?
243 Skipped: 4
Less than
$9/hour

16%

$10-$17/hour

28%

$18-$24/hour

14%

$25-$39/hour

20%

$40-$49/hour
EDITORIAL
FREELANCER
ASSOCIATION
AVERAGE
HOURLY
RATE

7%

$50-$74/hour

8%

$75-$99/hour

4%

$100-$149/hour

$150 or
more / hour

2%
1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Most writers reported making less than the average hour rate listed by the EFA.
77% said they made $39/hour or less.
While a $40-100 hourly working rate may sound high, freelance writers don’t
spend all of their time working on billable work. They also spend time on
administrative tasks, marketing, and sales that is not paid by the hour. That work
must be made up in their billable hourly rate. Only 15% of writers said they spend
all of their working hours writing (which includes writing support tasks such as
brainstorming and researching).
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“I sometimes feel that I am slightly underpaid in my writing jobs, mostly
because of the energy it takes to write. It’s not only time I lose, but energy
and focus. Because I only have so much to give, it makes the energy I
spend writing more valuable. It’s limited, and in many ways I feel it costs
me to write.” — Alana Birky, Writer

While writers reported to be mostly unhappy with their current pay scale, they
aren’t asking for rates that are outlandish by any means.
83% of writers were satisfied or very satisfied with receiving $100 for writing a
1,000-word post. That is $.10/word.
69% of writers were satisfied or very satisfied with receiving $75 for writing a
1,000-word post. That is $.075/word.
Those are low requested rates when compared to the reported Editorial
Freelancers Association list of Common Editorial Rates.

Writing, sales/PR

$.30-$.95 /word

Writing, journalism

$.26-$.50 /word
$.20-$2.00 /word

Writing, not specified

$.45-$.55 /word

Writing, technical/trade

FEELINGS ABOUT PAY RATES FOR
A 1,000-WORD BLOG ARTICLE
$.10/WORD OR $100 TOTAL

58%

Very Satisfied

25%

Satisfied
Neither Satisfied
nor Dissatisfied

8%

Dissatisfied

4%

Very Dissatisfied

4%

Didn’t Know

Less than 1%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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$.075/WORD OR $75 TOTAL

32%

Very Satisfied

37%

Satisfied
Neither Satisfied
nor Dissatisfied

13%
9%

Dissatisfied

8%

Very Dissatisfied
Didn’t Know

Less than 1%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

For this type of work (a 1,000-word blog post), 65% of writers said they put in
between 1-3 hours of work. This probably isn’t enough time to deliver something
you would “expect to see in a printed magazine, encyclopedia, or book,” as
Google wants [Google’s Webmaster Tools on Create Great Content].
But given the rates that the writers receive, these numbers seem to make sense.
ON AVERAGE, HOW MUCH TIME DOES IT TAKE YOU WRITE A
1,000-WORD BLOG POST?
(That includes a topic, directions, and resources)

Answered: 244 Skipped: 3
50%

40%

34%

32%

30%

20%

14%
10%

0%

9%

Less than
an hour

1-2
hours

2-3
hours

3-4
hours

5%

6%

More than
4 hours

I don’t know

“Writing – good writing – takes skill that should be compensated
accordingly, because talent follows the money.” — Nathan Evans, Writer
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A WRITER’S WORK
When asked what types of content they feel will be very important to their
future, 66% of writers responded that blog writing is going to be a major aspect
of their future.

TYPES OF
ONLINE
CONTENT
THAT WILL
BE VERY
IMPORTANT
TO YOUR
FUTURE

66%

51%

35%

Blogs

Featured Articles

eBooks

34%

33%

19%

Landing Pages

Sales Copy

White Papers

19%

19%

11%

Infographics

Offline Article

Scripts

Most writers were optimistic about their future; 76% expect to make more money
next year.
Although many writers are planning to grow and improve their business in the
future, they are still lagging in a few important areas.
67% are somewhat or very unknowledgeable about Google Authorship, and 40%
don’t know how to set up or establish Authorship.
Since Authorship is designed to increase the authority and visibility of online
authors, it is somewhat troubling to discover that so few of the surveyed writers
understand it.
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HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH GOOGLE AUTHORSHIP?

11%

Very Knowledgeable

43%

Very
Unknowledgeable

22%
Somewhat
Knowledgeable

24%

Somewhat
Unknowledgeable

HOW MANY PUBLICATIONS DO YOU HAVE YOUR
GOOGLE ACCOUNT LINKED TO?
Answered: 244 Skipped: 3
I don’t know how to
link publication

40%

I don’t have any
publication

36%
2%

1

11%

2-3
4-9

9%

2%

10 or more

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Most of the apathy about Authorship seems to be tied to the lack of knowledge
about what Authorship is and how it benefits authors.
50% of writers don’t know how to feel about the increasing value and relevance
of Google Authorship.
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE INCREASING VALUE
AND RELEVANCE OF GOOGLE AUTHORSHIP?

15%

Is very important to me.

50%

I don’t know

29%

Is somewhat
important to me.

4%
2%

It’s very unimportant to me.

It’s somewhat
unimportant to me.

While writers don’t seem to fully understand the importance of Authorship, it does
appear that most understand the importance of growing their online exposure.

77%
reported to
manage their
own blog
and/or website

47%
said they manage
multiple blogs
and/or websites.

The primary purpose of their sites ranged from portfolio sites to niche blogs.
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WHAT IS THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF
YOUR BLOG AND/OR WEBSITE?

57%
54%

60%

1% Couponing/Savings
5% Reviews
5% Entertainment News/Reviews

46%

6% Mommy Blog

45%

6% Technology
7% Travel
10% Food/Cooking

30%

12% Health/Fitness

14% Journal/Personal Thoughts
& Perspectives
15%

34% Marketing/Writing

0%

Online
Portfolio

Promote
Freelance
Services

Specific
Niche
Blogging
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While many writers are managing their own site or multiple sites, a majority aren’t
blogging on a regular basis.

HOW OFTEN DO
YOU WRITE FOR YOUR BLOG(S)?
Answered: 218 Skipped: 29
50%
40%

33%

30%

25%

20%
10%

5%

22%
11%

4%

0

More than
once a day

Once
a day

2 -5
times
a week

Once a
week

Once a
Month

I don’t
update my
blog regularly

Along with not regularly updating their blogs, most bloggers aren’t actively
building their online authority by contributing to other sites or receiving bylines.
Only 35% said they are currently guest posting on other sites.
Of those who reported contributing to other sites, most were submitting 2 or 3
articles per month, and most were doing it for free.

HOW MANY GUEST POSTS DO YOU WRITE A MONTH?

29%

20%

1 article per month

4-9 articles per month

33%

18%

2-3 articles per month

10 or more articles per month
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WHAT PERCENTAGE OF GUEST POSTS ARE YOU PAID FOR?
100%
80%
60%

41%

40%

11%

20%

0%

I’m never
financially
compensated
for guest post

1%-24%

17%
5%

25%-49%

3%

4%

50%-74%

75%-99%

I am always
compensated
for guest post

19%

I don’t
know

Authorship, running a blog, and guest posting on other sites are ways for writers
to increase their online authority, which is something that is not available with
ghostwriting.
This is important for writers, because many of them are still writing without
bylines. 53% receive bylines on less than 25% of their work. Only 7% receive
bylines on all of their work.

HOW MUCH OF YOUR FREELANCE WRITING WORK ARE YOU
CURRENTLY RECEIVING BYLINES FOR?

50%
40%
30%

29%
24%

20%

14%
9%

10%

0%

I never
receive
bylines

1%-24%

25%-49%

50%-74%

7%

7%

75%-99%

I’m always
receive
bylines

10%

I don’t
know
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This is only a concerning issue for about half of the surveyed writers. 56% said they
were very satisfied or satisfied with the number of bylines they are receiving.

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE NUMBER OF BYLINES
YOU ARE RECEIVING FOR YOUR WORK?
14%

Answered: 229 Skipped: 18

Very Satisfied

42%

Satisfied

14%

Very Dissatisfied

30%

Dissatisfied

But this may be affecting the writers more than they realize. When asked if
receiving a byline on an assignment affects the quality of their work, only 35%
said that it has no impact at all.
The other 65% said that it did affect their work in some way.

DOES RECEIVING A BYLINE IMPACT THE QUALITY
OF YOUR WORK?

17%

27%

22%

35%

It has a very
large impact

It has a moderate
impact

It has very
little impact

It has no impact
at all

Online writing has traditionally used ghostwriters, but this number shows that using
bylines not only positively impacts Authorship and authority, but quality as well.
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SURVEY MAIN
TAKEAWAYS
The data collected in this survey helped to give us a better idea of the current
state of freelance writing.

»» Online freelance writing is returning to the United States. [82% of
writers were U.S. citizens.]

»» Freelance writers aren’t making very much money. [48% made
less than $9,999/year.]

»» Even fulltime freelancers aren’t making much. [60% of fulltime
freelancers made $29,999 or less.]

»» Receiving low pay rates and quotes is the issue most plaguing
writers. [43% of writers said they experienced this very often]

»» Many writers

aren’t paying for health insurance on their own.
[Only 25% reported to pay for their health insurance themselves.]

»» The

majority of writers are making less than the suggested
hourly rate as given by the Editorial Freelancers Association.
[EFA says average rate for freelancer writers is $40-100/hour.
77% of writers reported to make an hourly rate of $39/hour
or lower.]
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»» Writers aren’t asking for outlandish rates. [83% of writers were
satisfied or very satisfied with receiving $100 for writing a 1,000word post, which is $.10/word]

»» Writers

don’t quite understand Google Authorship. [67% are
somewhat and very unknowledgeable about Google Authorship
and 40% don’t know how to tie Authorship to their account.]

»» Writers

might not realize or understand the significance of
Authorship. [50% of writers don’t know how to feel about the
increasing value and relevance of Google Authorship.]

»» Writers are starting to grow their online visibility, but they are not
doing it consistently. [77% reportedly run their own blog and/or
website, but 44% are updating their blog only once a month or
not regularly.]

»» Most writers aren’t actively seeking out guest posts (or “outbound
marketing”) as a way to increase their exposure. [Only 35% of
writers are currently guest posting on other sites.]

»» Writers are still primarily ghostwriters. [53% receive bylines on
less than 25% of their work, and only 7% receive bylines on all of
their work.]

»» About half of the surveyed writers are upset about the number
of bylines they are receiving. [56% said they were very satisfied
or satisfied with the number of bylines they are receiving]

»» Not

receiving bylines does appear to have an impact on the
quality of work from a writer. [65% of writers said that receiving a
byline affected their work in some way.]
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SO, WHERE DO
WE GO FROM HERE?
As this data depicts, major improvements need to happen in order to mend the
world of freelance writing.
Publishers and marketers need to ditch the mindset of the Demand Media era.
They need to understand that copyists aren’t writers, authors are. You can’t pay
copyist rates to authors and expect to receive author quality work. Good content
costs money; exceptional content costs even more money. One amazing piece of
content is worth far more than a dozen pieces of keyword-stuffed copy.
But this change in mindset needs to go both ways. Marketers and publishers
aren’t the only piece of this puzzle that needs to change. Writers need to adapt
to the change as well.
Writers also need to rid themselves of the habits they adopted during the Demand
Media era. They need to forget about writing for words and return to writing for
messages. They need to stop writing for word counts, keywords, and search
engines. They need to remember the readers and strive to share something
interesting, unique, and valuable in every story. They need to stop being copyists
and start acting like authors.
We are at the tipping point of another revolution in the writers’ market, and
there is potential for both sides of the market to benefit (and profit) from this.
Marketers and publishers will return to connecting with their audiences in a
meaningful way. They will naturally rank higher in search, and attract a larger
audience by publishing engaging, educational, and entertaining content written
by authors. They will get what they pay for when they use and give credit to
established authors (not ghostwriters).
Authors, on the other hand, will get what they deserve --- recognition, fair rates,
and the writing career they had imagined far before “writing” jobs became a dime
(or a penny) a dozen.
But some of this is easier said than done.
Writers and marketers and publishers need to meet in the middle, and this is
going to take time.
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CopyPress started as a content development company over three years ago. We
too used to pay $.01/word and produce large batches of content. We used to
place value on quantity over quality.
Then in 2011, as we saw the beginning of the shift in the market, we started to
change gears and move toward this new future of writing. It hasn’t been an easy
transition.
We have been the middle man, trying to balance providing content products that
marketers and publishers are willing to pay for, all while trying to improve the
quality of our content, increase our writers’ rates, and convince both sides that
more money means benefits for both sides.
Many of our marketers and publishers were reluctant to pay higher rates, and
many of our writers were reluctant to turn up the quality of their content.
Habits are hard to break, and it has been a long road to changing mindsets in both
sides of the market, but changes are beginning to happen.
Now as we enter 2014, more of our clients understand that quality content costs
more money – that they can no longer pay $.01/word for content and expect
the results they need. Our writers are also starting to understand that in order to
make more money, they need to continue to improve, grow, and build a business
outside of a nameless ghostwriter account.

COPYPRESS’S ROLE IN THE CHANGE
Again, although progress is being made, there is still work to be done. CopyPress
writers receive a fair rate in comparison with many of our competitors in the
industry still paying copyist rates, but we want them to make more.
Because we act as the liaison between clients and our writers, the rate we pay our
writer is lower than when a writer receives payment directly from the final client.
Our presence decreases the burden of many administrative, marketing, and sales
tasks writers would need to do without us, so we strive to make a fair balance
where everyone involved gets their fair share.
Knowing that our role in this process does take away from the final profit for the
writer, we are working on creating an open marketplace where our writers can
work directly with the clients, thus making more money.
This is just one of the many ways we hope to help writers get what they deserve.
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In November of 2012, CopyPress saw that creatives and the market needed
to change the way they were operating so we created CopyPress Community.
Its mission: to be a space where writers, bloggers, authors, and journalists,
in additional to other freelancing creatives like designers, videographers,
advertisers, and marketers, can build, improve, and manage their professional
lives -- fairly and passionately.
Likewise, CopyPress Community would be a space where advertisers, publishers,
and marketers could connect with and work with talented, professional creatives
in a trustworthy market.

1

Members join CopyPress Community’s network. They create
profiles and portfolios that show off their work experience,
expertise, and past projects. Writers (and other creatives) step
out of the shadows of ghostwriting and start claiming
responsibility and recognition for their work.

2

Members access free training guides to improve their skill sets.
All members can use free, in-depth guides, blog posts,
infographics, and ebooks on writing, content marketing,
production, and promotion, so they can learn skills and tips that
will make them more valuable, (such as Authorship and growing
into an online authority.)

3
4
5

Creatives can become certified in writing, designing, and
marketing specialties by completing phases of testing that verify
aptitude for understanding and creating. Members can use
these certifications to prove to clients that they are high-level
creators (and therefore should be treated and paid accordingly).

Clients can search through the Community to find certified
creators with unique expertise and request to work with them
directly on projects.

Members can manage entire projects using our software (finding
work/writers, transferring payments, delivering projects,
negotiating pay rates, etc.).
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CONCLUSION
There is a growing number of opportunities for both sides of the market, but
everyone involved needs to understand and embrace the new way of doing
things. If both sides are willing to work for it, the mutual benefits are substantial.
Content creators will build their personal brands by earning Authorship and
growing online visibility as their name is spread alongside their content.
Content creators with high authority will be able to market themselves with an
increased value on their content when they have a large social following and
strong reputation in a specific niche market.
Content creators and content buyers will work together to determine the value
and reciprocal cost for quality content creation. Rather than a model of oneprice-fits-all, content will be based on the quality of the product and the creator.
Content buyers will get the added bonus of author authority and credibility when
purchasing media from a high-level creator, which will help the spread of the
content through both search and social.
Online publishers will impress both search engines and readers by providing
engaging, educational, and entertaining content.
The quality of online content will improve. The amount of spam and content
created just for content’s sake will decrease. People (and Google) will get
what they want — quality content created by real writers, bloggers, journalists,
designers, and videographers.
CopyPress Community is ready to put order back into the state of freelance
writing. We plan to continue to build a place where writers can scale creativity
into success and work on jobs aligned with their passions. Now, it’s up to the
writers, marketers, and publishers to fuel the changes that need to happen.
Are you a writer looking to get started building a career that you love? Stop
waiting for your future, and get started today.
Are you a publisher or marketer looking to improve the quality of your content
assets? Connect with qualified writers and start creating awesome, high-level
content now.
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ABOUT COPYPRESS
CopyPress Community is place where creatives and marketers can grow into selfsufficient media-producing entrepreneurs. It is for any writer, blogger, journalist,
designer, videographer, advertiser, marketer, or creative entrepreneur looking to
build, improve, and manage their professional lives. Community is an extension of
CopyPress, a software company based out of Tampa, FL with a focus on tools that
make content production, promotion, and conversion more successful.
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